TRUE BIRTH RECORD v. FAKE BIRTH CERTIFICATE
The Birth Record overturns the tables of the money changers in the temple,
including your private temple that houses the Divine Spirit:
It really upsets their apple cart… that being the all caps name’s ESTATE/
public trust… that your Birth Certificate (BC) is the foundation of.
It returns the past and future fruit of you labor (birth right and inheritance) to
you private family trust.
It separates you from the land of the dead’s “mark of the beast” and places you
back into the “land of the living” Ezek. 32, out of BABYLON the GREAT with the
proper, Biblical “Mark of the Creator.”
It stops the child trafficking, kidnapping and identity theft that occurs 9 months
after one’s divine spark fertilization, when the breath of God entered your “growing
exponentially” temple that houses the Spirit of the Divine.
It may even help you get back the stolen fruit of your labors from the public trust
that has grown to be worth billions.
It places a whole new light on the 501(c)3 Churches and their religious beliefs;
and brings back the Native American belief, as to when life begins and that everything
God created is sacred.
It removes the tremendous tax burden imposed by the corporate U.S. fiction of
law.
Once this documented evidence is recorded, you hold the copy right and Power
of Attorney (POA) over your name, both upper and lower case; you become the
executor, principal, trustee and beneficiary for both names and both trusts, as you now
possess the highest delegated authority for same.
______________________
This is a Billions of Dollars access/value one can access for a few thousand
dollars. As you were really once only and entity to be taxed under HJR 192, Now,
imagine paying all your bills from your U.S. Inc. trust account identified by number…
your birth certificate’s trust registration number and its associated SSNs (one with
dashes and one without).
Once the Birth Recording is accomplished, classes will be offered to teach the
process of accessing your Estate’s U.S. Treasury assets to retrieve what was stolen by
trickery and deception by BAR members of the A.B.A and I.B.A.
This true, international ID process is copyrighted and sponsored by the Hawaiian
Nation that verifies, authenticates, records and stores the recordation. You do not have
to be of Hawaiian blood; but you must have a heart full of the spirit of Alo-ha.

